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Abstract 

The wholesale incorptiration of voluminous features into 
, single integrated-circuit devices can produce samll sized hard-· 

ware and effi ci ent des i gns. However, fl exi bil1 ty often suffers 
from having to predefine features in order to build the chip. 
One case is the Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) 
built onto a single chip, and normally limited to eight bits 
transmitted/received data. We have devised a scheme for using 
the efficiency of the UARTchip but overcoming: the device's 
short-width data transfers. 
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Large-scale integration (LSI) has merged powerful and complex 

functions on a single chip. Often, however, these functions are gain~d 

at the expense of flexibility~which could have been incorporated if 

small-scale integration (SSI) were used in the implementation. 

An example of this tradeoff is multiple UART chips designed into a 

decoding and multiplexing communication system. The UART receives and 

transmits binary characters serially with appended error detecting and 

control bits. Al I characters contain a start bit, five to eight ~ata 

bits, an even or odd or non-existent parity bit, and either one or two 

stop bits. The baud rate (bits pe~ second), parity mode and number of 

stop bits are jumper-selectablenn most UARTs.Standard baud rates 

seldom run above 9600 bits/second, a byte (8 bits) transfer rate of less 

than 1000 per second. In connecting a human operator to a controller or 

to a computer system, this speed constraint is acceptable. However, the 

8-bit maximum word width is unacceptable for most such applications, 

*This work was supported by the,Physical Research Division of The 
Department of Energy under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
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leading us to combine extra circuitry with UARTs in a decoding and 

multiplexing system which effectively widens the width of transmitted and 

received words. 

System Background 

In many nuclear science experiments, data-taking h~s traditionally 

been accomplished with a few thousands of dollars worth of digital 

hardware •. Interfacing the human experimenter to interact fluently with 

his digitized data, however, may cost upwards of hundreds of thousands of 

dollars. This part of the investment is mostly in a computer mainframe 

and affiliated system capable of generating and manipulating complex 

graphic displays (some contain as many as 106 discrete points) under 

the on-line interactive control of a scientist-operator. In developing 

these systems, we normally add control switches and ihdicator lamps to a 

purchased graphics terminal (Fig. 1). This adds the capability for the 

operator to invoke functions with single switch movements that might 

otherwise require the distraction of typing a word or phrase. The 

indicator lamps allow the computer system to efficiently feed b~ck 

information such as which operations are legal or active. (The switches 

contain lamps, and operational switches are illuminated by the 

computer.) Circuitry added to the switch/lamp connection allows the 

computer to flash selected lamps or combinations of lamps to get the 

operator's attention. 

System Requirements 

Our experience with this mode of operation in nuclear science 

experiments dictates that about 32 switch positions should be available 

for contro 11 i ng the data-tak i ng and on-l i ne ana'lys is process fl uent ly, 
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and 24 lamps are an adequate number of indiGators. The keyboard and 

display terminal (Fig. 1) normally communicates with our computer system 

via a serial ltnk, using UART chips for the serial transfer .. However, we 

have modified the data transmission system, providing handshaking from 

the terminal to the computer. Driver/receiver modifications have 

increased the transmission rate from the computer to the terminal to 

400,000 baud. This enhances the the graphic refresh capabil ity 

considerably over the original maximum 9600 band. 

The use of serial data transfer makes the terminal quite mobile. It 

can be used in the mainframe area .whiledoing programming, or unplugged 

and whee 1 ed to any o.ne of as many as four remote (up to 100 meters. away) 

eXperimental sites. The seri,al link also. reduces cable costs, and 

si~plifies disconnecting and reconnecting the terminal. In our initial 

design, the addition of the switches and lamps to the console required a. 

32 bit parallel bidirectional connection which degraded the system's 

mobility. Our solution was to-use serial transfer for the switches and 

lights, investing in .the logic to make the transfer appear parallel at 

either end. Our initial serial desi~n was ~one under severe time 

constraints, and a TTL implementation appeared more straight-forward, so 

was used. Using TTL logic, the job required 45 int~rgrated circuit (IC) 

pack ages at the compU'ter and 43 at the termi na l. U;s i ng UARTs, as 

discussed here, the equivalent job requires only one UART at the computer 

and nine IC packages (including 4 UARTs) at 1;he terminal (Fig. 2) The 

TTL implementation, capable of,operating at 1 MHz transmits 32 bits in 

under 50 microseconds. The UART connection, operating at 9600 baud, 
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requires about 5 milliseconds to transfer 32 bits of switch contact data 

into the computer. While the UART transfer is 100 times slower, it is 

still much faster than the response of a human operator. 

Design Procedure 

The UART has a bit (Data Available) that is set upon successful 

reception of a data byte. This bit on each UART is wired to the address 

input of a 1:8 decoder chip (Fig. 2). The single serial input data line 

is wired to the enable input of the decoder chip. With all three Data 

Available lines low, output zero of the decoder becomes active and is 

gated on and off by the serial input data at the enable input. Decoder 

output a is wired to the serial data input of UART I, which receives the 

first data word. Upon successful reception of this first data word, UART 

I turns on its Data Available line, switching the decoder to output 1, 

connected to the serial data input of UART II. 

UART III connects to decoder output 3 and UART IV to decoder output 

7. Successive serial data inputs fill the four UARTs and all additional 

inputs go to UART IV. The parallel data outputs from UART IV are used to 

control miscellaneous functions. In Fig. 2, two of the 8 bits for UART 

IV select one of the four UART serial data output lines for connection 

back to the receiver at the computer. Other functions required of these 

8 available control bits are resetting of Data Available lines and 

triggering of the data trarismissions back to the m~crocomputer. In Fig. 

2, the output word width has been expanded to 24 bits (reserving 8 for 

control) and input word width to 32 bits, all with just two integrated 

circuits in addition to four UART chips. 
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An additional jntegrated circuit~-a priority encoder--allows 

expansion to 8 UART chips with 56 outputs and 64 inputs (Fig. 3). 
'. 

previously, the three Data Available lines were used to form codes 0, 1, 

3, and 7. With an 8-level priority encoder, each of the eight Data 

Available inputs generates a unique 3-bit select-address output code to 

drive the I:B decoder and select the particular UART to receive data • .. 
UARTS I through VIII must be wired to progressively higher priority 

inputs, of course, because the highest priority input to the priority 

encoder determines the output code. 

Fig. 4 is the multiple-UART system design we are using. The 

four-UART configuration is adequate for this application, producing 24 

output bits and 32 input bits. Thus, the priority encoder is not 

needed. In addition to the 1:8 decoder and multiplxer (MUX) shown in 

fig. 3, three devices ate necessary for housekeeping duties. One device 

is a 9617 .level-converting line receiver for serial data reception. The 

second device is a 9616 level~converting line driver for serial data 

output, and the third device is a du~l one-shot pulse generator. 

One-half of the generator derives the l clock required by the UARTs, and 

the other half widens the pulse to reset the Data Available line coming 

from the UARTs. Fig 3 also shows a lamp driver circuit and three blink' 

circuits, which are turned on by control bits from UART 0 and which blink 

lamps for operator attention. ,In theSN74LS124 dual voltage-controlled 

Qscillator, bits RDD3, RDD4, and RDD5 enable, respeGtively,the three 

blink circuits. Bit .RDD6 is attached to the frequency control input .of 

the oscillator to set a blink frequency. The blink bus is part of the 

lamp driver circuit. By inverting the oscillator outputs, they could be 

connected to UART Received Data Enable lines to. achieve the same blink 

control. This would have saved 24 diodes, but would have required 

installation of an inverter chip. Under normal conditions, using the 
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additional inverter would result in a lower part count and space 

savings. However, we mounted one diode along with one lamp driver on the 

body of each switch, saving us space on the printed circuit board used to 

hold control logic. In our case, this saving allowed us to fit the 

hardware into an existing, limited space at the terminal. 

An additional feature of this design is the ability to send a signal 

back to the microcomputer at the command of the operator. The UART Clear 

signal and the UART Transmit signal are connected to a single 

two-position switch. In one position, the switch issues a Clear to the 

UARTs (connecting UART A for both transmission and reception). In the 

other position, the switch triggers a transmission from the UARTs. When 

power is first turned on or when a hang-up occurs in the attached 

computer, this feature can be used by the attached computer system to 

force recovery. 

Summary 

UARTs used alone are limited in operating speed and in the number of 

bits transferred at one time. In system applications where serial data 

transmission is required and where an operation is being performed with a 

human operator, the human operator speed, not that of the UART, becomes 

the limiting system performance rate. As shown here, a small amount of 

extra logic can be added to an array of UARTs to effectively expand the 

width of word transmissions, allowing the connection, for example, of 32 

lamps and 24 switches to a computer. An equivalent TTL implementation of 

the same function requires 88 integrated circuits as compared with the 

9-integrated circuit UART implementation. 

• 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. This graphics display unit has been modified by extending its 
keyboard mounting brackets, and moving the keyboard forward enough to 
allow the row of illuminated switches to be inserted. Functions have 
also been defined for the rocker switches and LEO lamps which were on the 
original console. 

Fig. 2. USing four UARTs in this configuration will make available 24 
bits from the computer and 32 bits to the computer. The computer uses a 
single UART to drive the serial input and to accept the serial output. 
The decoder switches successive 8-bit transmissions to successive UARTs. 
The MUX connects a selected UART to the single serial output. 

Fig. 3. Adding an 8 level priority encoder to the circuit of Fig. 2 
permits expansion to as many as 8 UARTs; 56 output bits and 64 input 
bits. The lowest priority input must correspond to decoder address 0; 
the highest to decoder address 7 since the highest priority input to the 
priority encoder is used to generate the select address. 

Fig. 4. This is the logic used to connect a microcomputer system to a 
row of illuminated switches. The western Digital 1602-A UART was chosen 
for this connection simply because it was readily available. Anyone of 
approximately 20 devices from over twelve different manufacturers could 
have been used. By using diodes mounted with the lamps on a 'blink bus ' 
instead of using the output enable Of the UARTs, we are able to eliminate 
one IC, making the IC part of the circuit fit into the available circuit 
card space. 

Ref: OIT 0103A 
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